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But it doesn’t mean that the future of any
business is all about technologies and
tools; and having advanced ABC (AI, Big
Data, Cloud Computing) makes a great
company.

It’s the digital age. A well of innovations
never runs dry. Businesses are increasingly
adopting the technology.

All aboard... 
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At the heart of every success in business is
and has always been the people – their
knowledge and capabilities – culture and
collaboration. These make a great
company. 

However, it takes shaping and fostering a
strong corporate culture to build a
company that endures where its ordinary
workforce collectively performs
extraordinary tasks and thrive; and if
applicable, ethically uses technologies and
tools. 

People. Culture. Collaboration.
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• How can we inspire leaders,
managers, business owners,
workforces, think about the future,
yet they operate in the present and
be successful?

But again, the world is no longer a
highly predictable place. 

• How, then, to build an enduring
company in this digital age, and
grow well? 
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A Treasure of Excellence

Inside Arc Australia Consulting is a
treasure of excellence: a timeless blend
of our applicable intellectual studies and
knowledge that comes from the day-to-
day experience of turning an opportunity
into a successful business and inspiring
people to function at more than the
sum of its part.
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Devise a road map to
navigate enduring
business growth 

Empowered People in your Forward-looking Business Culture
will continuously co-create Greater Beneficial Value with and for
all stakeholders and wider business ecosystem fostering your
business Sustainability



Bringing Our Treasure of
Excellence to Life 

We help companies transform from a
customer focus and transactional-based –
that delivers only what customer wants to a
stakeholder-centric – that continuously
creates greater beneficial value with and
for all of its stakeholders; enables them to
employ three-horizon thinking, expand their
views using multi-lenses perspective. 
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And applying practical things
with tangible results …

Our consulting and coaching conversations
are conducted in a straightforward,
situational-specific, and engaging style. 

We incorporate practical things that can be
applied with tangible results: business skills,
frameworks, and inspiring stories gleaned
from our collective years of experience and
observation in a truly global business arena.
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We journey with you…

Turning your business into an

enduring enterprise that brings

impacts to your organisation and

the wider business ecosystem.

 

Contact us on 
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inquiry@14arcaustralia.com.au

m. +61 402 536 343 

14arcaustralia.com



Arc Australia Consulting

in Action



From Individualistic to Collective Team Perfomance
Team Coaching at PT. Sistema Datapilar  

Team Coaching for Leadership Team at Mobile Creches, India
Arc Australia Consulting is partnering with Mantrana Consulting, Noida,

India 
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Post-Covid: Investigating the non-aeronautical revenue stream
at PT Angkasa Pura 1, Semarang 
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Business Strategy and Reframing the Company’s Goals
PT Wira Arta Telematika

an IT infrastructure and system integrator company

Excecutive Coaching: Achieving Vision and Business Strategy 
at PT  Wira Arta Telematika
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Senior Leadership Forum
Leadership vs. Management PT.Dymar Jaya Indonesia

IT company specializing in data security solution

Special Talk for Millennials: Making Everyday Matter 
PT. Adicipta Carsani Ekakarya (ACE) Member of PT Adicipta Inovasi Teknologi
Market leader and provider of software systems and solutions in the financial

services industry
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Special Talk for Millennials: Finding Purpose &
Meaning

PT. Adicipta Carsani Ekakarya (ACE) Member of PT Adicipta
Inovasi Teknologi

Market leader and provider of software systems and solutions in
the financial services industry
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Instilling professionalisms & a culture of quality
Rosela Hospital, Karawang City (West Java) 

Leading with Heart:  How ordinary people perform
extraordinary things 

Rosela Hospital, Karawang City (West Java)
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Other works by Arc Australia
Consulting include:

Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade (DFAT) Australia
Department of Cooperatives and
SMEs Central Java  
PT. Hamparan Cipta Griya
PT Kairos Utama Indonesia
Kairos IT Corp, Toronto, Canada
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Team
at 

Arc Australia Consulting 



Previously based in Indonesia, Singapore, and then Australia, she has built and
led many virtual teams -- winning countless bids/projects in the Asia Pacific
Countries (Australia, India, Singapore, Japan, China, Taiwan, etc.). Further, she
has observed flaws that caused team's derailment as well as virtues that created
team harmony that led them to great successes together.

A professionally certified team coach who has been trained by world-class
professors, including from Harvard Business School (in business strategy) and
London Business School (in leadership). As a certified professional in P3O
(Portfolio, Programme, Project Offices), she also has an extensive understanding
of every aspect of project including project leadership.

Since 2013, she has been working with business owners and leaders developing
their management and leadership capabilities; devising business strategy as well
as inspiring their teams to work with great team spirit -- to go above and beyond
their individual talents: making business and the place where they work
flourishes.

Go to https://www.14arcaustralia.com/blog to view her work collection.

Visit Fourteena's profile on au.linkedin.com/in/fourteena
Contact Fourteena on fourteena@14arcaustralia.com.au

Fourteena P. Dewi, MBA, MMIT
Certified Team Coach; Management Practices,
Business Strategy, and Leadership Consultant
Founder 

Fourteena, with more than 25 years' experience in the
global business arena, has strong multicultural business
and people knowledge.



Sandy Arief, PhD
Certified Trainer; Corporate Governance and
Leadership Consultant

Sandy is a certified trainer and Assistant Professor at
Faculty of Economics and Business of Universitas
Negeri Semarang, Indonesia. He received his PhD in
Accounting and Corporate Governance from
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia with an
"Award" (Dissertation with no corrections/revisions).

His PhD focuses on organisational culture, leadership, and employee
empowerment in the use of information systems and the subsequent impact on
organisational innovation and performance. 

A member of Harvard Business Review Advisory Council, Communications and
Technology for Society Research Group at the University of Sydney Business
School, and Center for Positive Organizations; in 2020, he also received the
Emerging Scholar Award from Organization Studies Research Network at the
University of Illinois at Chicago, USA.

Sandy's consulting expertise includes strategy development in the context of
management and business, strategic sparring for middle and top management,
and cost reduction. He has worked with many clients both nationally and
internationally.

Visit Sandy’s profile on www.linkedin.com/in/sandyarief/
Contact Sandy on sandy@14arcaustralia.com.au



Kim Tan, MBA 
Organisational Culture, Business Process, and
Operational Excellence Consultant 

Kim, based in Sydney, is an MBA  graduate (2006)
from Macquarie Business School. Through more than
20-year’s experience in contributing to operational
excellence at multi-cultural companies, she’s 
strongly built her expertise around organisational
culture and business process management: as it is
always major cultural change to fully embrace
process management, and to  successfully gain
competitive advantage. 

Kim’s  in-depth knowledge in operations and business process; data mining
and analysis has been applied across multiple industries  -- in  IT, 
telecommunications, pharmaceutical, engineering, and even in academia!

Kim is also an accomplished researcher: A few number of her paper on quality
of life featuring overseas doctoral students at Macquarie University have 
been published internationally.

Kim will be our best person to go to for any consulting enquiries in
Organisational Culture, Business Process, and Operational Excellence.

Visit Kim’s profile on  linkedin.com/in/kim-tan-sydney 
Contact Kim on kim@14arcaustralia.com.au
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